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OSSE welcomes you to Special Topics in English Learner 
Programming!

This month’s webinar is Preparing English Learners for College 
and Career.

Your facilitator today is
Anika Harris, professional development specialist, English language acquisition

Welcome
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This webinar will uncover practices that lead English learners (ELs) to 
success in attaining postsecondary employment and completing 
postsecondary education. Participants will learn about:

• Factors that may inhibit ELs from attaining postsecondary success 

• Intentionally planning to support ELs and their families through the 
process of obtaining postsecondary employment and/or education

• Implications for developing ELs employability and postsecondary 
educational skills in the secondary classroom.

Objectives
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Introduction
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Foundational Principles for Serving ELs
Value the cultural and linguistic backgrounds of English 
learners (ELs).

Provide EL students access to grade-level academic 
content and English language instruction that are 
appropriate for advancing their language proficiency and 
academic achievement.

Partner with families, educators, system leaders, and 
communities to nurture EL students’ linguistic, academic, 
social, and emotional development. 

Use multiple sources of data to inform and continually 
refine EL programs, services, instruction and assessment.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emphasis today on the third principle



By 2060:

• 82 percent population growth due to immigration
• 64 million will be immigrants

• 3 million will be their grandchildren 

– Nonie Lesaux, Harvard Graduate School of Education, 

The Opportunity of Bilingualism course, Fall 2016

Demographic Trends
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Citing to Sanchez 2017 NPR article:In the US, nearly 5 million students are EL; Stats to impress upon audience that ELs are all of our students, the next gen of higher ed students, and our future workforce.



• 1 in 8 English learners (ELs) earned a B.A.

• 1 in 4 culturally and linguistically diverse students earned a B.A.

• 1 in 3 native English speakers earned a B.A.

*1 in 5 ELs dropped out of school*

-National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 

Conducted by the National Center for Education Statistics

NELS:88 Study
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Differentiate EL from cult/ling diverseNPR analysis of 2013-14 ED data reveals national graduation rate was 82%, DC were 61.4% total, DC ELs were 64% Stats found here:  http://www.npr.org/sections/ed/2017/02/23/512451228/5-million-english-language-learners-a-vast-pool-of-talent-at-risk 



Postsecondary preparation is now vital for entry into the workforce.  

Bachelor’s or undergraduate degree is now the minimum standard for 
a high-paying job.

Rampell, Catherine. "The college degree has become the new high school degree." The Washington Post. WP
Company, n.d. Web. 04 Jan. 2017.

NELS:88 Study Findings
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https://lincs.ed.gov/publications/pdf/older-adolescent-young-adult-ell.pdf 9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
June 2016 Older Adolescent and Young Adult English Learners Executive Summary, USED Office of CTE

https://lincs.ed.gov/publications/pdf/older-adolescent-young-adult-ell.pdf


• Currently, there is no federal, state, or local law governing postsecondary 
planning for ELs.

• Career and college planning for ELs typically occurs as a part of the 
postsecondary counseling activities available at schools as offered for the 
general student body.

Intentional postsecondary planning for ELs:
• Is rooted in culturally responsive practices

• Includes student and adult input

• May address needs that are not addressed by standard college and career 
counseling paradigms

A Paradigm for Postsecondary Planning for ELs
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plug Secondary Transition for ELs PD



Why Does Postsecondary 
Preparation Matter for ELs? 



The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) has collected data 
on ELs in reading since 1998 and in mathematics since 1996 

▪ In 2015, the reading achievement gap between non-EL and EL students 
was 37 points at the fourth-grade level and 48 points at the eighth-grade 
level.

▪ In 2015, the mathematics achievement gap between non-EL and EL 
students was 25 points at the fourth-grade level and 38 points at the 
eighth-grade level. 

Source: National Center on Education Statistics (2016)

EL Academic Performance
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain: “While the diversity of English learners presents some challenges in terms of addressing their learning needs, the fact that they are one of the fastest growing subgroup in the country highlights the importance of ensuring they attain high academic achievement so that they may be better equipped to contribute in a meaningful way in the communities in which they live and live economically secure and fulfilling lives themselves.  Yet, historically, English learners tend to struggle academically.  NAEP has collected data on English learners in reading since 1998 and in mathematics since 1996.  In all years, non-EL 4th- and 8th-grade students have outperformed ELs in reading and in math. In fact, in 2015, the reading achievement gap between non-EL and EL students was 37 points at the 4th-grade level and 48 points at the 8th-grade level. The same year, the math achievement gap was 25 points at the 4th-grade level and 38 points at the 8th-grade level.” 
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Graduation Rate 2016-17, 4-year ACGR
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Data Sources: OSSE, https://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d18/tables/dt18_219.46.asp

The national 
ACGR in 2016-
17 was 85% 
overall and 
66.8% for ELs.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph shows the graduation rate for the 2016-17 graduating cohort. And we are showing their graduation rate after four years and five years. We have four columns in each section here:EL status in HSEL in 16-17 Ever ELNever ELStudents who are EL in high school have a lower graduation rate than students who have never been ELs or former ELs. But, students who have ever been ELs graduated at about the same rate as students who were never ELs. Students who were EL in their senior year (and were still enrolled) graduated at the same five-year rate as students who were never ELs.

https://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d18/tables/dt18_219.46.asp


Education and Income
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Median weekly earnings Unemployment Rate
Doctoral degree $1,623 1.7%

Professional degree $1,730 1.5%

Master’s degree $1,341 2.4%

Bachelor’s degree $1,137 2.8%

Associate degree $798 3.8%

Some college, no degree $738 5.0%

High school diploma $678 5.4%

Less than a HS diploma $493 8.0%

All workers $860 4.3%

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2016)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain: Failure to provide English learners a fair opportunity to achieve academic success may ultimately be detrimental to the economy of the communities in which these students reside as academic achievement has a direct correlation with employment and income.  As outlined in this chart from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics in 2016, higher educational attainment tends to generally correlate with lower rates of unemployment and higher income.  While this numbers reflect general statistics, not strictly about English learners, we know from the statistics presented in the previous slides that English learners historically struggle with academic achievement and only about 60% complete high school in four years.  So that, about 40% of English learners, those with less than a high school diploma, would likely fall in the lowest end of median weekly earnings and the higher end of unemployment rates, almost twice as high as for all workers.”
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Employability Skills and Workforce Earnings

Development of “soft skills” can predict employment and 
earnings. 

Youth who have had fewer educational opportunities can 
develop these skills to enhance their employment 
opportunities and success in the workforce. 

These skills are more influential on earnings among workers 
who earn less money. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain: “The development of employability skills can increase the likelihood of success for English learners.  A report released in 2015, summarized the outcomes of an extensive literature review (172 articles) and made the following conclusions: (1) Similar to how academic achievement can predict employment and income, the study found that, the development of “soft skills” can predict employment and earnings; (2) The study also found that, youth who have had less educational opportunities can develop these skills to enhance their employment opportunities and success in the workforce; In fact (3) the study found, these skills have greater influence on earnings among workers who earn less money.” In this literature review, “soft skills” referred to higher order thinking, communication, positive self-concept, self-control, and social skills.  When looking at those who earn below the tenth percentile, these soft skills had a 2.5-4 times larger influence than traditional academic skills.” 
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Importance of Employability Skills

Employability skills are cited among the most important skills by 
employers (Hart Research Associates, 2015; Think Global and the 
British Council, 2011).

A lack of employability skills may contribute to a “talent shortage” 
(ManpowerGroup, 2012).

Adapted from College and Career Readiness & Success Center at American Institute for Research. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain: 	“Furthermore, employability skills are cited as among the most important skills by employers, and a lack of employability skills may contribute to a ‘talent shortage.’



ELs and Postsecondary Access



Language is not the main factor inhibiting college access.

Can you guess what the other factors are???

Use chat box to name at least one other factor that inhibits college achievement.

Factor Chat
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• Economics – paying for school, family obligations

• Parents’ socio-cultural situation – identity (race and ethnicity), less educated 

• High school academic background – EL classes take time away from college 
prep courses; stigmatized by label

• External factors (e.g., family, jobs, living, transportation, etc.)

Factors That Decrease ELs’ Access to College
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• Economic capital:

The ability to pay for school, housing, fees, books, activities, travel, uniforms, 
meals, etc.

Adapted from Trainor & Kim, WCER Working Paper No. 2014‐4

Factors That Decrease ELs’ Access to College
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• Cultural capital:

Being well-versed in the application process.

Having the ability to research and reflect on school choices.

Knowing how to tap into the ‘right code’; writing and speaking as successful native 
English-speaking peers do.

Adapted from Trainor & Kim, WCER Working Paper No. 2014‐4

Factors That Decrease ELs’ Access to College
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Einstein vs. Whitman experience, tracking, code



• Social capital:

Familial support (talking to student about post sec) and networks/being well-
connected (the biggest lag).

Adapted from Trainor & Kim, WCER Working Paper No. 2014‐4

Factors That Decrease ELs’ Access to College
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again can reference high school experience and the fact that if you don’t know about something, then it does not exist.Need stimulation in the subject for this to germinate in a student’s mind.  21st Cent best practices encourage schools to make opportunities available, rather than track to non-educational post sec paths.



• Academic capital:

o Aptitude
o Content mastery
o Grades
o School quality
o Completion of college preparatory 

courses 

Adapted from Trainor & Kim, WCER Working Paper No. 2014‐4

Factors That Decrease ELs’ Access to College
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, 21st cent practices encourage placement in high quality courses and a variety of experiences rather than assuming they won’t understand and tracking to remedial classes.DC has EL teacher shortage per ED 2016 Teacher Shortage Area Nationwide List http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ope/pol/tsa.doc  Nationwide, 2% ELs in GT programs, 7.3% non-ELs enrolled.  Despite National Assoc. for Gifted Children statement that ELs are capable of achieving in gifted settings and would benefit from the placement.  (Chavez 2017)



• Language capital:

English fluency!

Adapted from Trainor & Kim, WCER Working Paper No. 2014‐4

Factors That Decrease ELs’ Access to College
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, 21st cent practices encourage placement in high quality courses and a variety of experiences rather than assuming they won’t understand and tracking to remedial classes.DC has EL teacher shortage per ED 2016 Teacher Shortage Area Nationwide List http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ope/pol/tsa.doc  Nationwide, 2% ELs in GT programs, 7.3% non-ELs enrolled.  Despite National Assoc. for Gifted Children statement that ELs are capable of achieving in gifted settings and would benefit from the placement.  (Chavez 2017)



• Trusting relationships that lead to strong guidance around postsecondary 
options

• Create an awareness for families and students of postsecondary options

• Open an avenue for advising families and students about postsecondary options

• Create the time to assist families and students to prepare for postsecondary 
options

Increasing ELs’ Access to College and Career
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Trusting relationships are a key component of being able to successfully execute these steps.”After explaining the steps:“On the following slide we will have you share out what these steps could look like at your LEA/school.Bear in mind the following:Creating awareness means how you publicize opportunities;Opening an avenue means the opening the door to give advice; andCreating the time means just that, making time to help prepare for the postsec world.”
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Reflection

Do the factors that decrease ELs’ access to college and 
career apply to your students?

What opportunities does your LEA or school have to 
increase access for ELs?

What can you do in the instruction or counseling setting to 
improve ELs' access to college and career?  



Increasing ELs’ Access to College and Career
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Build Awareness
• Intentionally plan to reach ELs and 

their families
• Source materials that reflect their 

culture
• Source materials in a language they 

can understand

Advise
• Plan around their needs, wants, and 

abilities
• Avoid assumptions and biases
• Set expectations for excellence
• Introduce appropriate paths they may 

not have considered 

Prepare
• Assist with application completion
• Help schedule tours/visits
• Arrange for test preparation
• Do mock interviews with feedback

Network
• Connect families to others who have 

successfully navigated the process
• Involve community-based 

organizations

Increasing Access

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember, these steps are sequential in your greater school plan.First is the awareness step, how you publicize options.Take some participant comments. Unmute participants during webinar to get feedback. The advise step is what happens next and relates to when you are going to open the door to give advice, who will do the advising, where, and when.Take some participant comments. Unmute participants during webinar to get feedback. After families and students are advised and have the chance to make some decisions about what to do after high school, you engage them in the prepare step.  That is, creating time to assist with things like completing applications, schedule tours/visits, arrange for test prep, critique essays.Take some participant comments. Unmute participants during webinar to get feedback. 



Employability Skills
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Defining Employability Skills

Employability skills are the general skills and knowledge that are 
necessary for success in the labor market at all employment levels 
and in all sectors.

Adapted from College and Career Readiness & Success 
Center

at American Institute for Research. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“You may have heard employability skills referred to by other names, such as soft skills, workplace readiness skills, noncognitive skills, or 21st century skills, but they all point to this same set of general, crosscutting skills. Our working definition is that employability skills are the general skills and knowledge that are necessary for success in the labor market at all employment levels and in all sectors.  What’s important to note about employability skills is that they are not career- or industry-specific skills. No matter what jobs your students ultimately pursue, they will need employability skills to be successful.” 
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Identifying Employability Skills

Brainstorm activity:
1. On your own, generate a list of your top five most important employability skills. 
2. Jot your list into the chat box.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facilitator will comment on duplicative skills, i.e., “I see punctuality listed a lot.”
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Employability Skills Framework

The 
thoughtful 
integration of 
academic 
knowledge 
and technical 
skills, put to 
practical use 
in the 
workplace

The skills that 
enable individuals 
to interact 
effectively with 
clients, 
coworkers, and 
supervisors

The skills 
employees need 
to successfully 
perform work 
tasks

Adapted from College and Career Readiness & Success Center at American Institute for 
Research. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain: “Now we’ll turn to the Employability Skills Framework to provide context for our discussion and to see how the skills you’ve brainstormed match the skills in the framework. When we talk about Effective Relationships, we’re talking about the skills that enable individuals to interact effectively with clients, coworkers, and supervisors.  Workplace Skills are the skills employees need to successfully perform work tasks.  And Applied Knowledge refers to the thoughtful integration of academic knowledge and technical skills, put to practical use in the workplace.” 
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Effective Relationships
• Demonstrates responsibility and 

self-discipline
• Adapts and shows flexibility
• Works independently
• Demonstrates a willingness to 

learn
• Demonstrates integrity
• Demonstrates professionalism
• Takes initiative
• Displays positive attitude and 

sense of self-worth
• Takes responsibility for 

professional growth

• Understands teamwork and 
works with others

• Responds to customer needs
• Exercises leadership
• Negotiates to resolve conflicts
• Respects individual differences

Adapted from College and Career Readiness & Success Center at American Institute for 
Research. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain: “Now we’re going to look at the categories that comprise the framework in more detail.  The first category we will discuss is Effective Relationships. Looking at your handout, you can see that we are specifically referencing interpersonal skills [CLICK FOR ANIMATION TO SHOW LIST OF INTERPERSONAL SKILLS], which are skills that enable employees to collaborate with members of a team or work independently, as appropriate, and contribute to the overarching goals of the workplace. For Personal Qualities [CLICK FOR ANIMATION TO SHOW LIST OF PERSONAL QUALITIES], we mean a set of behaviors and skills that enable employees to establish effective relationships and function appropriately in the workplace.  “Take a minute to review the skills that you placed into Effective Relationships at your table. Given the definition, think about whether there are any skills that you placed into this category that do not belong. Then look to see if there any skills that you placed into other categories that should be moved into Effective Relationships.  Explain: “As you read through these criteria, you may have some ideas or examples of specific implications for English learners.  Skills such as exercising leadership, the process of negotiating and resolving conflict, independent vs team work, and taking initiative, may all be influenced by an individual’s cultural background. This will have implications for how we introduce these concepts in the classroom and help students develop an understanding of what will be expected of them in higher education and the workplace.  For example, if you look at the skill, Understands Teamwork and Works with Others, in the classroom, this may mean students are assigned to a group project and provided guidance on assigning roles and responsibilities so that everyone contributes in a meaningful way to the overall project.  Some cultures place a stronger emphasis on community and team effort than we sometimes do in U.S. schools, and these students may have prior knowledge, exposure, or skills that they can easily tap into and build upon to develop this skill.”
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Workplace Skills

• Manages time
• Manages money
• Manages materials
• Manages personnel

• Locates information
• Organizes 

information
• Uses information
• Analyzes information
• Communicates 

information

• Communicates verbally
• Listens actively
• Comprehends written material
• Conveys information in writing
• Observes carefully

• Understands and uses systems
• Monitors systems
• Improves systems

• Understands and 
uses technology

Adapted from College and Career Readiness & Success Center at American Institute for 
Research. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain: “The next category is Workplace Skills. We are talking about resource management [CLICK], information use [CLICK], communication skills [CLICK], systems thinking [CLICK], and technology use [CLICK]. ”   Explain: “Look at the skills you’ve grouped into Workplace Skills at your table. Given the definition of this category, would you move out of Workplace Skills? What skills would you move into the category? Explain: “Many of the skills under Workplace Skills are strongly influenced by cultural background.  For example, culture strongly influences communication norms, particularly interactions between men and women, young people and their elders, students and persons of authority (i.e. teachers, administrators).    
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Time Management Across Different Cultures

https://youtu.be/z-dPxZq31po?t=15s

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make sure to stop the video at 3:33, this is all you need to play to get the point across. Explain: “Cultural differences such as these may need to be addressed in instruction to best equip English learners with the knowledge and skills they will need to succeed in higher education and workplaces in the U.S., while at the same time, understanding and being respectful of the students’ cultural heritage.

https://youtu.be/z-dPxZq31po?t=15s
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Applied Knowledge

• Uses reading skills
• Uses writing skills
• Uses mathematical 

strategies and 
procedures

• Uses scientific 
principles and 
procedures

• Thinks critically
• Thinks creatively
• Makes sound decisions
• Solves problems
• Reasons
• Plans and organizes

Adapted from College and Career Readiness & Success Center at American Institute for Research. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain: “The third category is Applied Knowledge and includes both applied academic [CLICK FOR ANIMATION] and critical thinking skills [CLICK FOR ANIMATION].   Explain: “Once again, review the skills you’ve placed into Applied Knowledge and think about any skills you need to move into or out of this category.”    Explain: “For English learners, the needed scaffolding and the ways in which students demonstrate their academic skills will differ according to each student’s English proficiency level.  Examples of these scaffolding strategies and the ways by which students demonstrate their knowledge and skills are found in English language proficiency standards, such as the WIDA standards. We will explore this later in the module.”
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Employability Skills Framework

Adapted from College and Career Readiness & Success Center at American Institute for Research. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain: “Now that we’ve discussed each of the individual categories of the Employability Skills Framework, let’s see how all of these pieces fit together. Again, you see the three categories— Effective Relationships, Workplace Skills, and Applied Knowledge— along the inner green ring and the nine sets of skills along the outer rim.” 
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Reflection

How did your list of employability skills compare with those in the 
Employability Skills Framework?  

What skills can be woven into your instruction or your counseling to 
make your students employable?

What ideas do you have to bring these skills back to your LEA or 
school?
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Postsecondary Resources
College Board Planning Resources in Spanish

College Board Simplifies Request Process For Test Accommodations

College Board Site in Spanish

DC Tuition Assistance Grant 

Federal Student Aid website in Spanish

The Four Keys to College and Career Readiness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MPI recent released research showing nearly 97,000 unauthorized high school graduates in US, so some undocumented-friendly scholarships are included here.

https://bigfuture.collegeboard.org/get-started/educator-resource-center/spanish-language-handouts
https://www.collegeboard.org/membership/all-access/counseling-academic/press-release-college-board-simplifies-request-process
https://padres.collegeboard.org/
http://osse.dc.gov/dctag
https://fafsa.ed.gov/es_ES/
http://www.epiconline.org/what-we-do/the-four-keys/
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Postsecondary Resources
Mayor’s Scholars Undergraduate Program 

Scholarship Opportunities for Undocumented College-Bound Youth

• http://www.thedream.us/
• https://www.stilt.com/blog/2018/08/scholarships-for-undocumented-students/
• https://www.nitrocollege.com/scholarships/undocumented-students

Asian American Youth Leadership Empowerment and Development

Mary’s Center College and Career Prep Programs

www.EthiopianCommunityCenterDC.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MPI recent released research showing nearly 97,000 unauthorized high school graduates in US, so some undocumented-friendly scholarships are included here.

http://osse.dc.gov/mayorsscholars
http://www.thedream.us/
https://www.stilt.com/blog/2018/08/scholarships-for-undocumented-students/
https://www.nitrocollege.com/scholarships/undocumented-students
http://www.aalead.org/
https://www.maryscenter.org/social-services/teen-program/
http://www.ethiopiancommunitycenterdc.org/


DIVISION OF TEACHING 
& LEARNING

Professional Development 
Training Opportunities
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TAL Professional Development Team

The Division of Teaching and Learning’s (TAL) Professional Development Team 
works to deliver responsive systems of professional learning and high-quality 
technical support to District LEAs and schools. The team supports a wide range of 
topics and interventions through professional development, direct LEA/school-based 
support, the facilitation of communities of practice, and through city-wide 
convenings.
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TAL Professional Development Team
I have a question about... Point of Contact
Training and Technical Assistance Manager Jenye.Fletcher@dc.gov

English Language Acquisition Standards and Instruction Jennifer.Norton@dc.gov
Anika.Harris@dc.gov

Multilingual Education Santiago.Sanchez@dc.gov
Literacy and English Language Arts Standards and 
Instruction Ashleigh.Tillman@dc.gov

STEM Integration and Early STEM Education Lauren.Allen@dc.gov

Specialized Education (Secondary Transition, Inclusion, 
IEP Quality) Jennifer.Carpenter@dc.gov

Section 504, Response to Intervention, Child Find, 
Student Support Teams Angela.Awonaike@dc.gov

Positive Behavioral Intervention and Support, School 
Climate, Restorative Justice

Jessica.Dulay@dc.gov
Nakanya.Magby@dc.gov
Kristian.Lenderman@dc.gov

School Turnaround and School Improvement Tiphanie.Scroggins@dc.gov

mailto:Jenye.Fletcher@dc.gov
mailto:Jennifer.Norton@dc.gov
mailto:Anika.Harris@dc.gov
mailto:Santiago.Sanchez@dc.gov
mailto:Ashleigh.Tillman@dc.gov
mailto:Lauren.Allen@dc.gov
mailto:Jennifer.Carpenter@dc.gov
mailto:Angela.Awonaike@dc.gov
mailto:Jessica.Dulay@dc.gov
mailto:Nakanya.Magby@dc.gov
mailto:Kristian.Lenderman@dc.gov
mailto:Tiphanie.Scroggins@dc.gov
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Resources

OSSE’s Delivering Education Services to English Learners: Policies 
and Procedures for Administrators, Instructional Leaders, and 
Teachers in the District of Columbia is now available for download.

Quality Programs for English Learners - A School Readiness 
Reflection Tool is available in editable form here.

OSSE’s EL webpage is www.osse.dc.org/page/english-learners-els.

On-site technical assistance and EL program support is available!  
EL programs may contact Anika.Harris@dc.gov or 
Jennifer.Norton@dc.gov. Dual language programs may contact 
Santiago.Sanchez@dc.gov. 

https://osse.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=8d76b5a43735fbdb6449d7cf3&id=842d56ac1c&e=08f837a4cf
https://osse.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/osse/page_content/attachments/Quality%20EL%20Programs-School%20Reflection%20Tool.xlsx
http://www.osse.dc.org/page/english-learners-els
mailto:Anka.Harris@dc.gov
mailto:Jennifer.Norton@dc.gov
mailto:Santiago.Sanchez@dc.gov
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Upcoming EL and Dual Language Events
Subscribe to the new Teaching and Learning PD Bulletin by clicking here!

WIDA Self-Paced eLearning Courses

Secondary Transition Planning for Dually-Identified English Learners

Title: Additive Bilingualism: Practices and Intercultural Exchanges When 
Delivering Instruction in Spanish (Content and materials will be in Spanish 
only

Title: Biliterate Writing Trajectory (Content and Materials will be in Spanish 
only)

Title: Dual Language Leadership Part 1: Classroom Observations and 
Feedback of Dual Language Classrooms

http://eepurl.com/gBFkKw
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdMz5dW5BsoSgMUnufXMcbLDjgpPFewCcRW-Y-SvFdinFqRXQ/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/transition-planning-for-dually-identified-english-learners-tickets-69654290859
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/additive-bilingualism-practices-and-intercultural-exchanges-when-delivering-instruction-in-spanish-tickets-68555761127
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/biliterate-writing-trajectory-tickets-68556776163
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/dual-language-leadership-part-1-observations-and-feedback-of-dual-language-classrooms-tickets-78532694403
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The OSSE Teaching and Learning Team offers a wide variety of professional development opportunities.

Ways to stay informed:

1. LEA Look Forward Weekly Newsletter osse.dc.gov/newsroom/newsletters

2. Teaching and Learning PD Calendar 

3. OSSE Events Calendar  osse.dc.gov/events

Professional Development Opportunities

http://osse.dc.gov/newsroom/newsletters
http://www.osse.dc.gov/events


Thank you!
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